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6

Abstract7

This paper about the study of Secure message Recovery and batch verification using Digital8

Signature. Security is increased in batch verification through triple DES algorithm.9

Encryption is used for the Security in which the plaintext is transforming into the cipher text.10

A digital signature scheme involves two phases, the signature generation phase which is11

performed at the sender side and the signature verification phase that is performed by the12

receiver of that message. In computer to computer communication, the computer at sender?s13

end usually transforms a plaintext into cipher text using encryption. When the message is14

recovered at the Receiver Side than the original text is converted in to the encrypted text.15

That encrypted text is secure for the authenticated person. After recover the message if16

authentic person wants to get the original text then he/she enter the key and take the17

plaintext.18

19

Index terms— digital signature, forgeries, encryption, triple des algorithm.20

1 Introduction21

igital signature is an authentication process that is used to prove the identity of source and integrity of message.22
A digital signature scheme involves two phases, the signature generation phase which is performed at the sender23
side and the signature verification phase that is performed by the receiver of that message. in this pair of key is24
used private key and public key. Private key is Secret and public key known all the users.25

Digital signature provides the following security services: a) Message integrity It guards against the In26
appropriate information modification or damage. Message integrity ensures the information nonrepudiation and27
authenticity By using this, users are able to ensure that the message has not been altered during transmission.28
A loss of message integrity means that there is insertion, deletion or modification in message or replay of the29
message.30

2 b) Authentication31

This property defines being real and being able to be trusted and verifiable. The functionality of the32
authentication service is to guarantee the recipient that message is from the source that it state to be. two33
aspects are involved: first at the connection initiation time, the entities are authentic that is each entity is the34
entity which it state to be. Second the process of authentication must assure that the connection is not interfere35
by the third party in such a way that a third party can impersonate one of the two legal parties for unauthorized36
transmission or reception of messages.37

c) It prevents from denying transmission of a message by either sender or receiver. Thus if the message is sent38
then the receiver can validate that the claimed sender has sent the message. This is called origin nonrepudiation.39
Similarly, when a message is received the source can validate that the claimed receiver has in fact receive the40
message.41

Thus digital signature must have to posses the following properties:42
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7 B) RECOVERY MODE

1. The digital signature must validate the sender and date and time of the digital signature. 2. Digital43
signature must authenticate the content of message at the time of digital signature. 3. In case of any dispute,44
digital signature must be verifiable by third party to resolve it.45

II.46

3 Digital Signature Requirements47

The points described below states the requirement of the digital signature:48
1. Digital signature (a bit pattern) must depend upon the message that is to be signed by the sender.49
2. It must make use of some information related to sender that is unique to it to prevent against denial and50

forgeries. 3. Digital signature must be comparatively easy to compute on message.51
It must be comparatively easy to recognize and validate digital signatureIII.52

4 Encryption And Decryption53

Encryption is used for the Security in which the plaintext is transforming into the cipher text. In computer to54
computer communication, the computer at sender’s end usually transforms a plaintext into cipher text using55
encryption the encrypted cipher text message is sent to the receiver over a network then the receiver takes56
encrypted message and performs the reverse of encryption. I.e. performs the decryption process obtain the57
plaintext. Abstracte-mails: sarikamakkar0@gmail.com , silvithakral1@gmail.com.58

5 Nonrepudiation a) Plaintext and cipher text59

Any communication in the language that we speak that is the human language, takes the form of plain text or60
clear text. That is, a message in plaintext can be understood by anybody knowing the language as long as the61
message is not codified in any manner. Plain text signifies a message that can be understood by the sender, the62
recipient and also by anyone else who gets an access to the message. when a plaintext message is codified using63
is codified using any suitable IV.64

6 Digital Signature Modes a) Appendix mode65

In appendix mode the creator of the message attach a code with the message that act as a signature. Typically66
the signature is produced by taking the hash of the message and encrypts it with the private key of sender. This67
signature guarantees the integrity of message and claimed identity of source.68

In the figure 3 first a hash code generation algorithm has been applied on the message and then it is encrypted69
with the private key of the sender. The generated code then appends to the message and transmitted to receiver70
via network. Receiver verifies the signature using three items, the public key of sender, the packet and the71
signature. The receiver first cut off the message from digital signature. It first computes the hash of the message72
and decrypts the received signature with the public key of sender. If both values are equal then the message will73
be considered as authentic otherwise it has been modified during transmission.74

7 b) Recovery mode75

In message recovery mode the signed message is implanted in the digital signature and it can be recovered from76
it. The well-known digital signature scheme with message recovery is the RSA digital signature scheme which77
security is based upon solving the factor of large prime numbers. Later Nyberg and Rueppel also proposed the78
digital signature scheme with message recovery based upon the discrete logarithm. Some of these schemes have79
the capability of privacy of signed message and thus only the legal receiver can recover the message and verify80
its authenticity. However the scheme only allows a signer to sign each message independently.81

As shown in the figure 4, the receiver requires only two parameters to verify the digital signature of the82
message, the public key of sender and the digital signature. The receiver first recovers the message from the83
received signature and then performs computation for digital signature verification. Triple DES Algorithm is84
same as the DES with two 56 bit key is applied. Given a plaintext message first key is used to DES encrypt the85
message. The second key is used to decrypt the encrypted message. The twice scrambled message is encrypted86
again with the first key to yield the final cipher text.it uses three 56 bits DES keys giving a total key length of87
168 bits. The block size is is 64 bits and the key sizes are 168, 112, or 56 bits with respect to keying option 1, 2,88
or 3. The input key sizes are 3 64 bit keys, which are shortened to 56 bits because of the internal key scheduler.89

The block of data is encrypted 3 times with each of the keys according to the keying options: 190
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Figure 2: Figure1 1 .
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Figure 3: Figure 2 :
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Figure 4: Figure 3 :
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Figure 5: Figure 4 :
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